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It is the successor to the New Class Sedans and is currently in its seventh generation. Initially,
the 5 Series was only available in a sedan body style. The first generation of 5 Series was
powered by naturally aspirated four-cylinder and six-cylinder petrol engines. Following
generations have been powered by four-cylinder, six-cylinder, V8 and V10 engines that are
either naturally aspirated or turbocharged. Since , diesel engines have been included in the 5
Series range. The E12 is the first generation of 5 Series, which was produced from to It replaced
the New Class sedans and was produced in the sedan body style. The initial models were
powered by four-cylinder engines, with a six-cylinder engine being introduced a year later.
There was no M5 model for the E12, however the E12 Mi is considered to be the predecessor to
the M5. The E12 was replaced by the E28 in , although E12 production continued until in South
Africa. The E28 is the second generation of 5 Series, which was produced from to in the sedan
body style. It was initially produced with petrol four-cylinder and six-cylinder engines. In , a
diesel engine was available for the first time in a 5 Series. The E28 was the first 5 Series with the
centre console angled towards the driver and the option of anti-lock brakes ABS. The E28 M5
began the line of M5 high performance models that has continued through every generation
since. The E34 is the third generation of the 5 Series, which was produced from to The E34 was
the first 5 Series to be available with the wagon body style, all-wheel drive and V8 engines.
There was an unusually large range of engines fitted over its lifetime, as nine different engine
families were used. These consisted of four-cylinder, six-cylinder and V8 petrol engines, and
six-cylinder diesel engines. The E34 M5 is powered by the S38 six-cylinder engine and was
produced in sedan and wagon body styles. The E39 is the fourth generation of 5 Series, which
was sold from to The E39 was the first 5 Series to use aluminium components in the front
suspension. The proportion of chassis components using aluminium significantly increased for
the E39, [7] in order to reduce weight. It was also the first 5 Series where a four-cylinder diesel
engine was available. V8 models use recirculating ball steering as per previous 5 Series
generations , however rack and pinion steering was used for the first time, in the four-cylinder
and six-cylinder models. Unlike its E34 predecessor and E60 successor, the E39 was not
available with all-wheel drive. The E39 M5 sedan was introduced in , powered by the 4. The body
styles of the range are:. The E60 generation introduced various new electronic features to the 5
Series, including iDrive , head-up display, active cruise control, active steering and voice
control. The E60 also was the first 5 Series to be available with a turbocharged petrol engine, a
6-speed automatic transmission and regenerative braking. New safety features for the E60
included adaptive headlights, night vision, active headrests, Lane Departure Warning and high
intensity emergency brake lights. It was sold in the sedan and wagon body styles, with most
cars using a 7-speed automated manual transmission "SMG III". The F07 Gran Turismo is the
only 5 Series to date that has been produced in a fastback body style. The F10 is also the first 5
Series to offer a hybrid drivetrain, a turbocharged V8 engine, an 8-speed automatic
transmission, a dual-clutch transmission in the M5 , active rear-wheel steering called "Integral
Active Steering" , electric power steering, double-wishbone front suspension, an LCD
instrument cluster called "Black Panel Display" and automatic parking called "Parking
Assistant". The F10 M5 is powered by the S63 twin-turbo V8 engine with a 7-speed dual clutch
transmission. It is the first M5 to use a turbocharged engine. It was officially announced in
October , and sales began in February The fastback 5 Series GT model from the previous
generation is no longer part of the model range, because it has been moved to the 6 Series
model range. The G30 is based on the same modular platform as the 7 Series G BMW plans to
release a saloon- and estate-style plug-in hybrid , the e iPerformance , which would have the
advanced driver-assistance systems found in the 7 Series. The F90 M5 is the M5 perfomance
model for the G30 generation, and is the first M5 to employ an all-wheel drive powertrain. It is
powered by an upgraded version of the S63 twin-turbo V8 engine used in the previous
generation F10 M5. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. The Los Angeles
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BMW 5 Series was the quintessential midsize luxury sport sedan. With a keen mix of strong
power, engaging handling and refined comfort, it fit in perfectly between BMW's smaller 3
Series and larger 7 Series. To the disappointment of some, more recent versions of the 5 Series
have focused more on luxury. But it's still one of the preeminent midsize sedans on the market.
For , BMW has updated the 5 Series with a restyled front end, a larger infotainment touchscreen
and improved voice controls. There's also a new volt mild hybrid system for the i that slightly
improves fuel efficiency and smooths out the operation of the engine's stop-start system at
stoplights. Across individual categories, the BMW doesn't always come out on top. But on the
whole, the 5 Series is a satisfying luxury sedan that deserves a close look. Check out our Expert
Rating for our in-depth evaluation. To find out what life is like with the current-generation BMW
5 Series, check out our Long Term blog of our time with a i xDrive. Some minor changes have
been made to the 5 Series since then but our findings and impressions are still very relevant.
The BMW 5 Series is available in four trim levels, all with different powertrains. The i
horsepower, lb-ft of torque and the e plug-in hybrid hp, lb-ft are powered by variants of BMW's
turbocharged 2. The EPA estimates you can go about 21 miles on electric power in the e before
switching to regular hybrid operation. The i gets a turbocharged 3. At the top of the range is the
Mi with its turbocharged 4. BMW's all-wheel drive, called xDrive, is an option on the i, the e and
the i. It's standard on the Mi. An eight-speed automatic is standard across the board. The ultra
high-performance M5 is reviewed separately. Multiple packages are available for the four- and
six-cylinder models. Highlights include:. I have a Mi. Extraordinary car. The comfort factor in
this car is the very best I've experienced. The variability of seat adjustments is incredible. I have
had 13 herniated discs and never have I found a more variable adjustable seat, nor massage
modes. The power hp is insane for a car in this sector. Acceleration is phenomenal and curves
are super smooth. I don't have the driving skills for an M5, or a Porsche, due to spine issues,
but this car is perfect for me. I ordered every extra except the 'use the key fob to park the car'.
Driving this car is a sublime experience - power, acceleration, solid stance cornering, comfort
the seat adjustability is endless , audio the Bowers and Wilkens audio is the best I have heard in
a car , and pure luxurious fun of driving is incredible. I had a '20 Audi S6 ordered, and canceled
due to terrible sales communication. So glad the Audi deal fell apart - the Mi is a superior
driving experience, and the rotary dial user interface in the Beem is far better than the multiple
touchscreens in the Audi. MB user interface in the E series is terrible. Car is smooth and sexy!
Rides like a dream! Love the color trim package could have been a little better no seat warmers I
was shocked! The rest is top notch though. Write a review. See all 2 reviews. The E-Class is our
top-rated luxury sedan, and for good reason. Its interior is rich in both luxury and technology,
and any one of the available engines wows with power, efficiency or both. But the 5 Series isn't
far behind, offering its own mix of performance, comfort and practicality, especially in the lower
trim levels. Balancing technology with impressive driving dynamics is a thread that runs
through Audi's products, and this is especially true of the A6. What it lacks in traditional luxury
it more than makes up for with its bold, tech-forward interior. But its dual-touchscreen
infotainment setup can be distracting to use, and the A6 lacks the range of engines and
personalities offered by the 5 Series. Just because the S90 flies under most buyers' radar
doesn't mean it's not worth a look. Volvo has outfitted its luxury sedan with some of the most
comfortable seats in the class, and the S90 holds true to the company's dedication to safety
with many of the best advanced driver aids. The 5 Series, however, still has an edge on
performance. Available styles include e 4dr Sedan 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also
available for the BMW 5 Series and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the 5 Series 5.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the 5 Series. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the BMW 5 Series and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes
expert reviews and recommendations for the 5 Series featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our

favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the BMW 5 Series. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Select year - New - New. Select a type Sedan Mi xDrive Hybrid.
Other years. Pros Wide range of powerful and relatively efficient engines A host of innovative
features and leading-edge tech Interior is quiet and comfortable Generous trunk capacity Cons
Evolutionary styling doesn't stand out in a crowded class Some interior materials are a bit
below segment standards What's new Updated grille design Larger touchscreen and improved
voice controls i gains volt mild hybrid system More power for the e plug-in hybrid Part of the
seventh 5 Series generation introduced for What's it like to live with? The BMW 5 Series lives up
to the expectations set by its forebears. There's an engine for nearly every taste, and the car's
handling capabilities are fundamentally sound. Factor in the 5 Series' top-shelf tech and safety
features and you've got a prime pick for a midsize luxury sedan. If the driving experience is truly
important to you, then the 5 Series is a sedan to consider. Most of the models are well-rounded
performers. In our testing, the four-cylinder i managed to cover mph in 6. We also tested a i
xDrive and recorded an impressive sprint of just 4. Our test i had ultra-smooth M Sport brakes
that stopped the car from 60 mph in just feet, an admirable result for a midsize luxury sedan.
The steering is nicely weighted but somewhat numb. Thankfully, the chassis is both balanced
and communicative. The 5 Series is a supremely comfortable car, especially with the optional
multi-contour front seats. We are also impressed with the ride quality â€” it's comfortable and
relatively plush yet well damped so it doesn't feel floaty. And while there's a mild amount of
road noise that creeps in, there's no wind noise and the engine is barely audible when cruising.
Our only issue with the climate system was its capacity to keep us properly chilled. While the
dual-temp, dual-fan speed controls offer a lot of variabilities, the fan speed was never quite
strong enough to deal with temperature extremes. The i's cabin is an excellent place to spend
time. Front passengers have ample room. And thanks to the highly adjustable seat and steering
wheel, drivers of just about all sizes should be able to find a comfortable position. Climbing in
or out is a breeze thanks to generous door openings with plenty of head clearance. Rear
legroom is spacious, and rear headroom is sufficient but not exceptional. BMW is great at
minimizing button count, but that leaves a lot for iDrive to control. The iDrive menus are pretty
straightforward and easy to navigate, but it takes time to wrap your head around all the options
and customizations available. It can be a little intimidating. We do like the clear views the 5
Series provides. The windows are nicely sized, especially in the rear. The optional
surround-view camera system helps a lot too. BMW is one of the more aggressive
manufacturers when it comes to innovative features. Most of them are useful, while some are
cool parlor tricks, but we appreciate them all. The stereo provides high-quality sound and
responds well to gesture controls. BMW's voice assistant works as expected with natural
language commands to control many vehicle functions. The 5 Series' driver safety aids work
extremely well. The adaptive cruise, for instance, maintains a tight gap behind the car ahead,
and the actuating brakes stop hard yet smoothly when needed. The most impressive feature of
the 5 Series is its parking cameras that help render an amazing 3D image of the outside of the
car. The i has a fairly generous trunk with flexible cargo configurations. The i's trunk is larger
than most in the segment. The trunk has a wide opening and a low liftover, but it narrows a fair
amount toward the back of the rear seats. BMW has done a decent job with in-cabin storage:
water bottle pockets on all the doors, a retractable cover that houses a bin for wireless phone
charging up front, and a decent-size glovebox and center armrest space. It's still not a lot of
storage, but it's sufficient for a European luxury sedan. The i is rated at 28 mpg combined. We
achieved 27 mpg on our mile evaluation route, but we usually exceed combined mpg on this

route. And our overall test average of Both are disappointing but unsurprising for a modern
downsized turbocharged engine such as the four-cylinder in the i. Our test of the i was more
favorable in matching EPA estimates. The quality of BMW's electronics is top-notch, from the
central touchscreen to the driver's gauge cluster. Interior panel fit is also nice, but the materials
used for the wood trim and leather can come across as slightly fake. You'll pay for every option
you add, but prices are fair for the segment and worth it considering the quality of the upgrades.
We're relieved to see BMW focusing on driving dynamics again, which is what ultimately
defines the personality of its cars. But we do wish BMW would take a little more risk on the
exterior design. There's very little that differentiates this latest generation from the previous 5
Series. For the best experience, we recommend starting with the i. The turbocharged
six-cylinder engine's balance of power and efficiency is laudable for a car of this size. We'd also
spring for the Driving Assistant Plus package for its adaptive cruise control and other useful
driver aids and the Parking Assistance package for its surround-view camera and parking
sensors. If you'd like a little extra performance, you should definitely opt for the M Sport
package, which includes a sport suspension, grippy tires and unique exterior styling. Read
more. Find savings on the 5 Series for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all 5 Series
lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the 5 Series. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5
stars, Best automobile I've driven. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer
price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Active Blind-Spot Detection Alerts you of
vehicles in the adjacent lanes using radar sensors and indicates if it's safe to change lanes. City
Collision Mitigation Automatically brakes the car at speeds under 38 mph when it detects an
imminent collision and the driver has taken no action. Side Impact Test Good. BMW 5 Series vs.
People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Related 5 Series Articles.
The Edmunds experts tested the 5 Series both on the road and at the track, giving it a 8. You
probably care about BMW 5 Series fuel economy, so it's important to know that the 5 Series
gets an EPA-estimated 26 mpg to 28 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo
capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that carrying
capacity for the 5 Series ranges from And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To
determine whether the BMW 5 Series is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews,
which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the 5 Series. Look for specific
complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the 5 Series's average
consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering
whether the BMW 5 Series is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the 5 Series
and gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all
be factors in determining whether the 5 Series is a good car for you. Other versions include: e
4dr Sedan 2. If you're interested in the BMW 5 Series, the next question is, which 5 Series model
is right for you? What do people think of the BMW 5 Series? Edmunds Expert Reviews
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the BMW 5 Series
and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member
of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Which BMW 5 Serieses are available in my
area? Can't find a new BMW 5 Seriess you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why
trust Edmunds? Check out BMW lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the 5
Series drive? How comfortable is the 5 Series? How economical is the 5 Series? Is the 5 Series
a good value? In the last year before a full redesign, the BMW 5 Series remains a smart choice
for a midsize luxury sedan. But some rival sedans are fresher and offer greater driver
engagement. With an all-new model waiting behind a curtain labeled "next year" and more
recently refreshed competitors representing the latest, greatest and flashiest, BMW's midsize 5
Series sedan could be viewed as a lame duck. And yet there's really nothing about the BMW 5
Series that seems stale or behind the times. For those willing to make the "sacrifice" of not
having the newest and hottest wheels on the block, you'll find a tremendously well-rounded
luxury sedan. As it has been since its debut for the model year, the current-generation 5 Series
is a little different from those hallowed models that came before it. It's a big, comfy and
impeccably refined sedan with an emphasis on luxury rather than sport. It doesn't provide the
expected degree of handling precision and engagement that driving enthusiasts might want, but
it does have a spacious cabin fitted with top-notch materials and a huge number of available
comfort, convenience and high-tech features. Even after several years on the market, the
current-generation BMW 5 Series remains classically handsome. For any shopper, the 5 Series'
selection of powerful and surprisingly efficient engines is going to impress. For such a large
sedan to go from zero to 60 mph in around 6 seconds and return up to 30 mpg combined d is
truly impressive and a major reason to consider this BMW. Stepping up to the i and i gets you
even quicker acceleration and still respectable fuel economy. It's true that many competing
sedans are newer and bring much to the table. The Audi A6 is a sharper-handling sedan and can

match the 5 Series for performance and interior quality. The Mercedes-Benz E-Class is, as
always, a luxury sedan stalwart, while the Lexus GS provides truly impressive craftsmanship
and the promise of superior reliability. But even in its lame duck year, the 5 Series remains an
excellent choice. The BMW 5 Series is a five-passenger four-door sedan available in four trim
levels that correspond with different engines: i, i, d and i. You may see the term "xDrive" applied
to their names, which indicates that the car has all-wheel drive. There are also ActiveHybrid5
and M5 variations that are reviewed separately, as is the 5 Series Gran Turismo hatchback.
There's plenty of legroom and plenty of gizmos available for rear passengers. Besides their
more powerful engines, the i and d add inch wheels and leather upholstery. The i adds a
rearview camera, front and rear parking sensors, a power trunk lid, keyless ignition and entry,
way multicontour front seats, passenger memory functions, satellite radio and a speaker
Harman Kardon sound system. There are several packages available throughout the 5 Series
lineup. The Premium package all but i adds keyless ignition and entry, satellite radio and, on the
i, leather upholstery. The Cold Weather package adds heated front and rear seats, a heated
steering wheel and retractable headlight washers. The Lighting package adds adaptive LED
headlights and automatic high beams. If you opt for the Luxury Seating package, you'll get
ventilated front seats with a quasi-massage function and the i's way multicontour adjustments.
The Driver Assistance package all but i adds a rearview camera, front and rear parking sensors,
a head-up display and an enhanced instrument cluster. Those items are also included in the
Driver Assistance Plus package that adds side- and top-view cameras and a variety of accident
avoidance technologies detailed in the below Safety section. The Dynamic Handling package all
but i adds an enhanced, adaptive suspension for improved ride and handling. There is also the
BMW Individual Composition option all but i that opens the door to a variety of distinctive
interior leather colors and trims. Also available is Integral Active Steering , which provides the
rear wheels with the ability to turn for improved stability and maneuverability. Every BMW 5
Series model comes standard with an eight-speed automatic transmission and rear-wheel drive.
All-wheel drive is an option on all and is dubbed "xDrive. The BMW i is powered by a
turbocharged 2. In Edmunds performance testing, a rear-wheel-drive version went from zero to
60 mph in 6. The i has a turbocharged 3. With rear-wheel drive, it did the sprint in 5. The d diesel
is powered by a turbocharged 3. It went from zero to 60 mph in 5. The i has a turbocharged 4.
BMW estimates that it will reach 60 mph in 4. Standard safety equipment for the BMW 5 Series
includes stability and traction control, antilock disc brakes, front-seat side airbags, side curtain
airbags and active front head restraints. The braking system also periodically wipes the brake
rotors dry in wet conditions and automatically snugs the brake pads to the rotors in preparation
when you abruptly lift off the throttle. Also standard are the BMW Assist and Remote Services
emergency communications systems, which include automatic crash notification, an SOS
button, remote door unlock and stolen vehicle recovery. Parking sensors and a rearview camera
are standard on the i and optional on other models. An upgraded side- and top-view parking
camera system is optional. The Driver Assistance Plus package includes a blind-spot warning
system, a lane-departure warning system and a forward-collision warning system with
automatic braking. There is also the Night Vision with Pedestrian Detection system that uses an
infrared sensor to detect people and objects outside of headlight range. In Edmunds brake
testing, various 5 Series models with optional summer run-flat tires came to a stop from 60 mph
in distances ranging from feet. Those are very good numbers, but they're pretty typical for sport
sedans wearing summer tires. Most 5 Series models are equipped with all-season run-flat tires
and will have slightly longer braking distances as a result. In government crash tests the 5
Series received five out of five stars for overall and side crash protection, and four stars for
front protection. In the small-overlap frontal-offset test , however, the 5 Series received the
second-lowest rating of "Marginal. The i's turbocharged inline-4 punches well above its weight
class, and the six-cylinder i is a paradigm of smoothness. But the pick of the litter may well be
the diesel-powered d, which is as fleet as the i and serves up 25 percent better fuel economy to
boot. If you don't mind filling up more frequently, the hp i throws down acceleration that's
forceful enough to make an M5 fan think twice especially given the i's more comfortable ride
and lower price tag. Less appealing is the vibration caused by the automatic stop-start system,
especially in the i and d. We also don't like how the 5 Series never feels as nimble or precise as
we'd like when going around turns, even with the car's Sport settings engaged. The steering
also lacks the precision for which it used to be renowned. So that's the bad news. The good
news is that the 5 Series is blessed with a smooth, absorbent ride quality. If a luxurious
day-to-day experience is more important to you than driver involvement, you're going to like
how the 5 Series behaves in the daily grind. The 5 Series cabin is attractive and trimmed with
consistently high-quality materials, though it's not flashy. Elegant restraint is the name of the
game here, and it's a game that BMW has played to perfection for decades. The instrument

panel is a clear connection to the company's past with its classic twin analog gauges. Another
heritage touch is the dashboard's understated center stack the portion that includes the climate
and audio controls , which cants toward the driver for an easier and quicker reach. The 5 Series'
dash isn't all that stylish, but it's impeccably built and the controls are generally easy to use.
The central nervous system of every 5 Series is the iDrive interface , consisting of a
high-resolution With practice it ultimately becomes user-friendly, but some rival systems seem
to require fewer presses or twirls of their controllers to get what you want. The base front seats
are some of the comfiest and most supportive found in any car, and the available multicontour
seats are even better, providing a wide range of adjustments and sublime support for all driving
scenarios. Rear outboard passengers will find satisfactory space in all directions, even if they're
6-footers, and the rear seats themselves are thoughtfully contoured and padded. Small item
storage is limited, however, as is the relatively small cubic-foot trunk. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the 5 Series. View Photos. Write a review See all 8
reviews. I fell like this automobile was built just for me. This is my 3rd bmw, I have owned a 3
series and an x5. In May of I bought a cpo i xdrive lease return with 44, miles on it. This car is
amazing, handles well, great looking, and full of technology. I love the different driving modes
like sport plus when i'm felling sporty or comfort when i'm not. The dealership experience was
great, i left there felling like i was there only customer. It's to early to report anything about
reliability but based on passed experience I expect this automobile to be very reliable. Will
update as the years pass. It's now almost February of and I have 57, miles with no problems and
I'm still getting used to the technology. In May of with 60, miles my waste gate actuator went
bad and had to be replaced, this was covered by my cpo warranty. At 64, miles I replaced my
front and rear brake pads and rotors, they were the originals. I replaced the with the same bmw
parts so I expect to 64, miles from these as well. Will continue to update. Read more. Read less.
The I is definitely not a sports sedan. Build quality was fine; but it is sluggish, and has no feel
for the road. It lacks the exciting driving feel you'd expect in a BMW. The Turbo 4 is inadequate
and leaves the car under-powered and wanting. This is a heavy car; with little power. The
navigation is clumsy and quickly became outdated. Original equipment tires were a
disappointment. They started cupping in front at 20, miles. Unfortunately, the car drives like an
under-powered Buick. Disappointed and I won't likely buy another midsize 4cyl BMW product.
I've owned six BMW's and this is Well below their standards for performance and handling.
Reliability has been satisfactory. My BMW is a pleasure to drive. I feel so secure and confident
in my car. It is a solid car and preforms incredibly. I couldn't go back to any other sedan.
Awesome Drive Exp Awful Maint. No doubt BMW's are fun to drive but they are very pricey to
maintain. I have a xi. It has approx. If you plan to buy a BMW be prepared to pay for maintaining
it. End of the day you have to decide what matters more for you - driving fun or money in your
pocket which in BMW's case is more than other even German cars. Write a review. Ho-hum
handling relatively small trunk intrusive auto stop-start system. Vehicle overview. A slew of
feature availability changes highlight the updates made for the BMW 5 Series. Every model gets
enhanced USB and Bluetooth functionality, while the i gets additional standard features like a
power trunk lid, satellite radio and a Harman Kardon sound system. One other small update is
that beige cabins now come with black carpeting and interior panels for improved longevity.
Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a

few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The information you provide to Black Book,
excluding your credit score, will be shared with BMW and a BMW dealership for the purpose of
improving your car buying experience. To find a BMW Center, try a new search or visit one of
the locations by expanding the list results below. These are national offers currently available in
the U. To see offers for your specific region, please enter your ZIP Code. Offers may change or
stay the same depending on region. No offers that match your criteria have been found in your
selected region. Modify search options or check your local dealer for the latest information and
offers. Please provide your contact information, and a local BMW representative will be in touch
with you. Cancel Ok. Popular Searches:. Choose your local BMW Center. My BMW. M Models.
M8 Coupe. M8 Convertible. M8 Gran Coupe. Mi Coupe Mi xDrive Coupe. Mi Convertible Mi xDrive
Convertible. Mi xDrive Gran Coupe. Mi Sedan Mi xDrive Sedan. Mi xDrive Coupe. Mi Convertible.
Mi xDrive Sedan. Mi xDrive Convertible. Z4 M40i. X2 M35i. X3 M40i. X4 M40i. X5 M50i. X6 M50i.
X7 M50i. Sports Activity Vehicles. Additional M Models. BMW i. Other Electrified Models Learn
More. Explore Local Inventory. ZIP Code. Shopping Tools. BMW Owners. Get to know your
BMW. Caring for your BMW. Search Start new search Back to results. Filter BMW Center results
by. Enter a valid ZIP Code. Enter a valid dealer. Map View. See List Results. No results found
within miles. Closest to you:. No local results found. A new primary dealer has been selected.
Leasing lets you drive a BMW with minimal commitment. When your lease is up, you can:
Switch vehicles. Re-lease for another term. Purchase the vehicle at an agreed price. Simply turn
it back in. Low competitive rates. No down payment subject to credit approval. Terms up to 72
months. The option to refinance if you're qualified or pay the balloon balance in
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full on the last payment. Provides an innovative approach to the company car by offering:
No-cost maintenance. Roadside Assistance. Complimentary use of a BMW during service.
Returning stateside in the next six months. Stationed overseas. Eligibility requirements: You've
earned an undergraduate, graduate or associate's degree from an accredited college or
university within the previous 24 months OR you are eligible to graduate within the next 6
months and have a verifiable offer of employment. You have at least 6 months of credit history
with no previous derogatory on any credit lines. You can provide a copy of your diploma or your
official transcript. Security deposit will be waived unless stipulated by credit. The BMW Mobility
Program provides assistance with vehicle modification costs for adaptive driving customers.
For more information, click the link below. All Vehicles. All Body Styles. All Model Years. All
Fuel Types. Clear filters. Contact Dealer. Looking for Special Programs?

